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To all whom it may concern

:

Be it known that'l, John S. Thompson,
a citizen of the United States, residing at

Chicago,- county of Cook, and State of Illi-

5 n'ois, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Type-Casting Machines.

of which the following is a- description.

My invention relates to means for pro-

ducing the various forms of type used in the

10. art of printing, and may be employed by

. itself for producing sorts or type, which arc
suitable to be set,by hand in the usual well

known manner, or it may be combined, with

such other mechanism as may be required to

15 automatically assemble or set, justify or

otherwise manipulate the same to completely

finish the work ready for locking up in the

form.. *

The object of my invention is to provide
20 a simple, accurate and reliable device of the

kind described which is' substantially auto-

matic in its operation, and which will pro-

duce extremely accurate type with great ra-

pidity, without the attendance of skilled
25 labor.

To this end my invention consists in the

novel construction, arrangement and com-
bination' of parts herein shown and de-

scribed, and more particularly pointed out
30 in the claims.

In the accompanying drawings wherein

like or similar- reference characters .indicate

like or corresponding parts: Figure l r is

a plan view of my device. Fig. 2, is a
35 front elevation of the same, with portions

of the base broken away. Fig. 3, is a sec-

tion taken substantially on line 3—3 of Fig.

1. Fig. 4, is a detail of the mold supporting

mechanism, with various operating levers
40 and the matrix carrier removed 'to disclose

the apparatus. Fig. 5, is a section taken sub-

stantially on line 5—5 of Fig. 4. Fig. 6,

is a perspective detail of several of the set-;

wise adjusting blocks or pieces. Fig. 7, is
45 a sectipn taken substantially on line 7—7

of Fig. 4. Fig; S, is a section taken substan-

tially on line 8—8 of Fig. 7. Fig. 9, is an
, enlarged perspective detail of the matrix

holder and a portion of the cooperating
*"• parts. Fig. 10, is an enlarged perspective

detail of parts of the" mold. Fig. 11, is a

partial section taken substantially on line

11—11 of Fig. 1. Fig. 12, is a section taken

substantially on line 12—12 of Fig. 2.
55 In the" form -of mv device shown in thu

drawings, a base or pedestal 1 is provided,.

at the top. of which my mechanism is mount-
ed. The pedestal 1 may be of any desired

form' or construction; preferably comprising

a rectangular inclosure provided with a 60

substantially flat top and if desired with
any suitable arrangement of doors 2—2 for

affording convenient access to its. interior.

The mechanism of my device consists of

a mold, a matrix holder or carrier, and a 66

metal pot and cooperating mechanism for

operating each, all preferably controlled by
a common jjower element, so arranged that

the several parts will cooperate to succes-

sively cast type in the mold- and finish each 70

type before it leaves the machine.
'

As shown, a stand 3 is mounted upon the

top of the base 1 and secured thereto in any
desired manner. A longitudinal channel is

formed along the top of the stand 3, and 76

a cover plate 4 is providecT, rigidly attached

to the marginal walls 5 and 6 of the stand

in any suitable manner.. . . .
•

The type* mold is positioned within the

channel and, in the form shown, comprises 80

a bottom plate 7 1 to which the side plates

8—9 are rigidly attached, .a bottom part

and a top^part. Intermediate the top and.

bottom parts a body piece 11 is positioned

corresponding- in thickness with the size of 85.

type to be cast. A plurality of such body
pieces are preferably provided^ each corre-

sponding in thickness with a particular

size of type, thus accommodating the various

sizes of type the machine is adapted to 80

produce. . ....
The top and bottom parts of the mold con-

sist respectively of a bottom mold block.,

or plate 7, ancLbottom jet block 12, and an,

upper mold block or plate 10 and upper jet 95

block 13. A jet piece 14 is provided adapted
to cooperate with the body piece 11 and po-

sitioned in the cavity fornied between the:,

top and bottom jet blocks. The cross sec-

tion of the jet piece 14 preferably corre- l°c

spends, and is proportionate, to the size of.
the body piece 11, or in other words, to the

size of type to be cast The upper .mold

block and jet block are vertically movable
in relation to each other and also vertically 1°'

movable in relation to the side- plates 8 and
9 respectively to conform to the thickness of
the body piece' and jet piece respectively

With which they are temporarily cooperat-

ing. '
.*' *V>
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bushing 38. The arm 40 is fitted with a

roller 42 positioned in operative relation to

a cam 43 upon the shaft 30.

Any suitable means may be employed for

5 adjusting the vertical movement of the mem-
ber 19 and providing a positive stop to bring

the'top of the member 19 substantially to the

level of the bottom of the mold cavity. 'As
shown, a block 44 is positioned in a diagonal

10
- groove 441 in the stand 3, and provided with

a diagonal rib 45 on one. of its faces, the rib

45 is adapted to engage a shoulder 46 on the

member 19 when the member is depressed

and form a limit to its downward movement.

15 The parts are so proportioned that the

lever 40—40 1
is given excessive movement so

as to cause a compression of the spring 39

to take up any lost motion in the parts and
insure the proper, seating of the shoulder 46

20 upon the rib 45 each ti me the vertical mem-
ber is depressed. In the form shown, the

adjustment of the stop 44 is accomplished

by means of a screw 47 extending into the

recess 44 1 and threaded into the- block 44.

25 A suitable head or handle is provided upon
the screw 47 having two concentric flanges

47—471 adapted to engage the opposite sides

of a bearing 48 on the. stand 3. By rotating

the screw 47 a very close and accurate ad-

30 jiistmeht of the stop block 44 may be made.

Any suitable form of matrix may be em-
ployed, and held in position to cooperate

with, the mold in any desired manner. As
shown, the matrix 49 consists of a flat rec-

35 tangular plate having a character, or die on
its flat side. The matrix 49 is mounted
upon a matrix carrier comprising a carriage

50 provided with a groove or depression. 51

upon each side,- or other suitable means,

40 adapted to cooperate with guides or ways
52 upon the stand to accurately guide -the

movement of the carriage 50, preferably' in

a horizontal direction at substantially right

angles to the mold.
45 The vertical position of the matrix upon

the carriage is preferably controlled by an
inserted T-shaped block or matrix support

53; one arm of which is adapted to' extend

beneath and support the matrix. The block
50 53 is positioned in a suitable chamber or re-

' cess in the bottom and front of the carriage'

and provided with suitable means cooperat-

ing with the sides of the carriage to permit

the desired vertical adjustment of the block.

55 A screw 54 or other suitable means connects

the block and carriage, and Controls the ver-

tical adjustment of the block, thus providing

convenient means for accurately adjusting

the position of the character upon the matrix
60 to the mold. .

Any desired means may be employed for

clamping the matrix, upon the block. As
shown, a. filling block 55 is mounted in suit-

able ways . upon the block 53 and a bent
£5 plate 56, is attached to the top of the block

53, and adapted to hold the block 55 firmly

in place. The matrix 49 is inserted in a

groove 57 in the block 55, and an upturned
lip 58 on the block 53 engages the lower

edge of the matrix, providing a suitable seat 70
for the matrix and preventing its vertical

or lateral movement on the block 53.

Matrices of the kind shown in the draw-
ings are usually formed of uniform dimen-
sions, irrespective of the size, of the charac- -.75.

ter they are intended to produce and the

characters are usually located a fixed dis-

tance from one edge of the plate and are

usually of a certain dimension or number of

"points" in width, or ' setwise ". The 80
parts of my machine are" shown arranged
for the above described.kind of matrix how-
ever, merely for the purpose of illustration,

as it is evident that my machine may bear-
.

ranged for employing any kind of matrices 85
whether possessing the characteristics above
described or otherwise.

I» the form shown, the vertically movable
member 19 is provided with a recess or de-

pression 191 extending longitudinally of. the 90
member along one corner, at its front^edge

as shown in figs. 5 and 9, the walls .of the

recess being adapted to engage both the

front and one side of each matrix when in

casting position, it being understood that 55
this side portion is of uniform width in all .

matrices of the character described. An
auxiliary member 59,* is adjustably attached •

tothe pusher 'plate 21, and operates outside

the mold cavity. This member is adapted 100
to engage the opposite side of the matrix at

the mold„ and limit the movement of the

pieces 11 and 14 tovard the vertical mem-
ber 19, and thus control the setwise dimen-

sions of the mold cavity. 105
Any desired means T.iay be employed for

adjusting the relation between the auxiliary

mold member 59 and the mold piece 11.

As shown, a suitably formed recess is pro-

,

. vided between the plate 8 and the body piece 1 1.0

11 and the block 59 is fitted in the recess

and arranged to move longitudinally there-

in. A lug 60 is formed upon the block 59

adapted to extend into
- an opening 61 in the

pusher plate 21. The opening 61 is made. 115
considerably longer than tl'e dimension of

"the lug 60 to permit longitudinal adjustment

between the block 59 and -pusher fria'te "21.

In the form shown, a series of ^plates 60 l

(see Fig.' 6) of various thicknesses, are pro- 120
vided for insertion in the opening 6l be-

tweerifthe end of the opening and the lug 60,

and a set screw 62 threaded into the end of

the pusher plate 21 is provided to clamp the

parts tightly together to prevent longitudi-- 125

nal movement therebetween. The plates

temporarily out of use may if desired be con-

veniently placed at the opposite side of the

lug in the opening 61 and clamped in place

by the set-screw 62, though of course -this- 130
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is not essential to the operation of the de-

vice These plates are preferably numbered

according to their thickness and n* each

matrix is stamped upon its face with the

.5 width of its particular character in points,

it is only necessary for the operator to place

the plates corresponding to the number upon

the matrix in the opening to produce the

proper size of mold cavity for the matrix.

10 This being done, the matrix carrier oO is

advanced against the. mold and the cam shaft

30 rotated to bring the mold members into

casting position. The sleeve-nut 32 is then

rotated to cause the end of the auxiharv

15 mold member 59 to' contact with the-edge oi

the matrix, and press its opposite edge firmly

against the recessed wall of the Vertical

member 19. By this arrangement an ex-

tremely accurate adjustment of the mold

20 cavity is secured and the type produced are

of uniform size- and accuracy.

Any preferred means may be employed to

operate the matrix carrier. In the
_

form

shown, a stem G3 is rigidly attached to the

25 carriage 50 and provided with a head 64,

and a spring actuated collar 05 arranged to

move longitudinally of the stem, and re-

siliently forced toward the head 64 A lever

69 is loosely mounted upon the shaft 25 with

30 its upper end bored longitudinally to receive

a cylindrical stem 66 having a. forked head

67 adapted to engage the head 61 upon each

side of the stem 63." A set screw 68 or other

suitable means is provided to retain the stem

35 66 in its elevated position. The opposite

end of the lever 69 is provided with a roller

70 arranged to cooperate with a cam 71-,

mounted upon the shaft 30, thus providing

- means for positively withdrawing the ma-

40 trix carrier from the mold. The collar 6->

cn^a-es the forked head 67 and rcsihcntly

maintains the same in contact with the head

64, the spring 651
, forming a cushion which,

when the machine is in operation, seats- the

45 matrix resiliently against the mold, lnsur-

iu.r a perfectly tight joint between the mold

and matrix, and 'compensating for wear in

the parts. 'The stem 60 is adapted to be

thrust into the opening, in the lever 09 or

50 lowered sufficiently to release the matrix

carrier and facilitate its removal, to pro-

vide convenient means for changing matrices

as desired. .

The metal pot may be of the usual or an\

55 preferred form or construction for storing

a suitable quantity of metal and maintain-

in"- the same at a proper temperature, and

may be arranged in any desired manner for

75

60

65

periodically introducing a quantity oi the

metal contained in the pot into the mold. In

the form shown, the metal pot comprises a

reservoir or crucible 72 provided with a

jacket or housing 73, a nozzle 74 projecting

throuoh the lower front side oi the vaclu->,

nnd means for controlling the discharge ot

metal from said nozzle, the whole being

preferably supported so that the nozzle

opening will constantly be presented, to a

port communicating with the jet cavity of

the mold. The nozzle 74 is connected to the 70

reservoir 72 by a passage 75, a recess 76 and

a well or cylinder 77. A suitable valve or

choker 78 is positioned in the passage to

to control the opening therethrough, and

the discharge of metal from the reservoir.

The cylinder 77 is preferably circular, of

uniform section, and located vertically near

the center Cof the bottom of the reservoir

with its upper end open. The passage <o

extends from the nozzle to the cylinder and 80

is also preferably circular in section. The

recess- 76 is formed in the bottom of the

reservoir 72 near the cylinder; 77 and extends

downward to a point slightly below the

bottom of the passage 75, and communicates »&

freely therewith. The valve or choker 78

is formed to snuglv fit the passage'7o and is

provided with a tip or point suitably formed

to fit within and close the nozzle opening.

A duct 79 extends longitudinally of the au

choker 78 and terminates near the tip or

outer end in two openings 81—81 .
• lhe

choker 78 is preferably sp.formed that when

in position closing the nozzle, the tip of the

choker will be just flush with the face of the 95

nozzle, and the passage 75 open to the recess

76 so that metal in the reservoir is free

to pass into the passage and the lower por-

tion of the. cylinder 77. When the choker

is retracted to open the nozzle, the body of i">

the choker extends across the lower portion

of the recess 76 and completely cuts off com-

munication between the passage 75 and the

re
The operation of the choker 78 is prefer- 10!

ably controlled by a bell-crank lever 80—80

pivotally mounted at the top of the metal

pot upon suitable brackets S2-82\ The

arm 80 extends downward through the res-

ervoir into the recess 76, where it is suit- i«

ablv formed to engage an annular groove

83
"
or other suitable means, upon the

choker for positively controlling its posi-

tion. The arm 801 extends forward, and

near its free end is connected by means of "•

a link 48 (see Fig. 11) to the arm 85 of the

bell-crank 85—851 pivotally mounted upon

I the shaft 25, with its arm 851 extending
1 downward into the path of a projection or

cam 86 upon the shaft 30. A spring 87, or i«

other suitable, means, extends from a sup-

port upon the arm 801 to a bracket 88 rig-

idly mounted on the support 82* and is

adapted to normally hold the link 84 in an

elevated position and the choker closed.

The cylinder 77 is fitted with a plunger

89 connected, bv means of a link 90 pass-

ing upward through the reservoir, to a lever

gfpivotally attache to a Jacket 1)2 upon .

the. metal pot supporting arm 93. A link 94 • 1
3<
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is attached to the free end of the ievex 91,
with its opposite end attached to the free
end of a lever 95, pivotally mounted on the
shaft 25. A downwardly extending central

5 member 951
is provided upon the lever 95

with a roller 96 at its extremity adapted to
cooperate with a cam 97 mounted upon the
shaft 30. A spring 98 or other suitable
means, is attached to the lever 95 tending to

10 resiliency hold the lever and associated
parts at the lower limit of their movement,
while the cam 97 is formed to engage the
roller 96 and- elevate the parts to raise the
plunger 89 to the upper limit of its move-

16 ment and hold it there until the parts are
in position to receive a charge of metal from
the pot, when a depression in the cam per-
mits the plunger to drop suddenly under
the action "of the spring 98.

20 The metal pot supporting arm 93 is pref-
erably pivotally mounted at one end upon
the pedestal 1 as at 99 and is formed to
curve about the rear of the metal pot, with
its free end resting upon foe opposite side

25 of the base 1, and secured thereto by a suit-
able pin 100 or other convenient means, so
that when desired the connections between
the levers 80 l and 91 and their respective
operating links 84 and 94 may be released.

30 the pin 100 removed, and the entire metal
pot swung baric from the mold, affording
convenient access to the back of the mold
and the front of the metal pot.
The metal pot may be mounted upon the

35 arm 93 in any suitable manner. As shown,
two lugs or brackets 101—101 are provided
upon opposite sides of the pot, projecting
through the jacket 73, and suitably formed
to rest upon the arm 93 to support the pot.

40 Each lug is preferably provided- with an
adjusting screw 102 or equivalent means,
adapted to engage the arm to adjust the
vertical position of the pot. The nozzle 74
is secured in operative relation to the mold-

4a by means of a nozzle plate 103 'fitttyl to the
back of the mold and having an opening
communicating with the jet cavity. The
vertical' position of the plate 103" -is con-
trolled by a set screw 105 extending through^ the. plate 4, and against sidewise movement
by its position between the shoulders
104---104 of the adjacent parts. The plate
103 is provided' with a conical seat, for the
nozzle 74 adapted to hold the parts so tha' •

65 the opening in the nozzle will accurately'
register with the opening in the plate.' '

j

A boss 135 is- provided upon the back of
J

the
•
reservoir, ."projecting through a suit-

j

... - able opening in the' jacket 7'5, / A. spring.
>0 actuated plunger 106 is fittod in a suitable

opening in the arm 93 in position .'(u. engage-
the boss 135 and resiliently force the nozzle
74 against the plate 1Q3.^A "suitably formed

.- set screw 107 and a spring 1X)S is "provided
,55 to adjust the resilient 'pressure of the plun-'

ger 106 against the boss and may also be em-
ployed to positively control the horizon-
tal position of the metal pot. In the pre-,
'ferred arrangement, the screw-107 is so ad-
justed that, when- the device is first put in 70
operation, the position of the metal pot,
which is slightly below its normal tempera-
ture, will be controlled by the resilient ac-
tion of the plunger 106 against the boss 105
put after the metal pot has acquired its 75
normal operating temperature, owing to the
resulting expansion of the parts, the tip of
the screw 107 will engage the 'plunger 106
and thus positively control the pressure of
the nozzle against the plate 103 and hold the 80
same firmly in its, proper position at the
back. of the mold..
In the form shown, the metal pot is pro-

vided with the usual cover plate 109, and
a burner. 110 for oil, gas or other suitable 85
liquid combustible is provided, and may
be attached in any desired manner by means
of a hose or pipe 111 to a suitable source
of supply^ (not shown).
Any suitable means may be employed to 90

rotate the shaft 30. As shown, a motor 130
is mounted within the pedestal and connect-
ed by a train of gears 112-^113 to the shaft
'30 so that the same will rotate at a suitable
.speed to produce the most desirable rate of 96
operation of my device, the several parts of
which are.. preferably so proportioned" and
timedvyiat a single cast is made at eaich
rotation of the shaft.

In the preferred operation,-'the vertically 100
movable meml>er 19 is- -first' raised, then the
matrix carrier is advanced until the face of
the matrix in the carrier is pressed firmly
against, the faces of the mold members. The
body piece 11 and jet- piece 14 are then lor
moved toward the memlx-r 19 until the aux-
iliary mold member 59 is .pressed against
the edge of the matrix. Whe-n' thus posi-
tioned, the metal pump and choker are op-
erated and a charge of metal is forced into 110
the mold. The matrix carrier is next with-
drawn and the member n>d t.pressed. "When
this is accomplished, tlu* bodv piecell and jet
piece 14 are

:
advaneed and tfic type Is forced

outof the moid over the. top of the member 115
IWand into the space between the -plate 114

-'$*#• shot- 115, where the type. is held against
longitudinal movement . by the. engagement'
of a rib upon the lower face. of the shoe 115,
with the nick formed in the type. 120
Any suitable means may be employed to

engage the cype and prevent its retraction
with the parts 11 and, 14. As shown (see
J\ig. 8)ya cam or projection 110* is 'provided'
upon a shaft 117, adapted to project through 125
the plate. 114 and engage a type as it "is
ejected from/ the mold and hold 'the same
while the ejector is l»eing retracted. The
shaft 117 is mounted in suitable bearings in
the stand 3 with an arm 118 attached to^he 130
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end thereof. A link 119 connects th<
>
free

end of the arm 118, to one end of a lever 1JJ

ffa sPr£ mextcudii from the lever

120 to a su table portion of the machine is

adapted to recently force he roUer into

10 operative engagement ™ththe am- ine

all type as discharged from the moldg
Saiy the same pos turn, «£^"£2£J

-° *$&&%^^%&^
to release the type and the ejection of the

ucceedTng type from the mold advances the

t^pe PSA cast t0Wafd^ tyPe

> 5 in5^tod means may be employed to

break arid remove the jets from the type

and thereafter tool or finish the feet As

Cvn n rra or breaker 124 is rigidly at-

7 i % to the link 84 positioned to. engage
30

hf "t Xtached to the'foot of each.type as

t comes to rest after being elected from the

Z n\A A nnckct or opening 125 is proviaea
m L .lnd3 directly beneath the jet ends

1 Xr 124 en-a4 the jet of the-type pre-

^n into the pocket) 125, whence it is directea
40

by tli ch!ue 126 into any f™™g£Z&
tecle. As each type is ejected, the type

>

pre

• i„ /-..ct irp nressed forward, ana uie

rA-U ^the'foot of each type is acted

4* u P<m by the cutting lips of a pbwor^
127 attached to the stand 3. A Prol

ecuN
tin 12? (see FiR- 8) on the plow is adapted
lip 12. ^/. * A they are

formed trimming knives 1^-1^ are also 65

!

ip 127
,Se Ss i fo ^nyWon they are

to engage the jets il»r» J
breaker 124,

„ ist »u "j^jsrjssLdSis;

may be omitted without interfering.with the

SSsfactory operation of the machine. The

i^t 197 is Preferably so mounted upon the

Sand 3 tharthe same may be reJily re-

moved and replaced by another plow hav-

SHuttin^ lips of suitable dimensions to

SLte leet'of type who*.jets w|rf

Forger or smaller cross-section, buitamy

60

the body-wise size of the mold cavity. * or

*&%& JS&fSfc mold may be
m

JfrioedWh suitable cooling means for 80

When ttas constructed the temperature of

the several parts of the mold remain fairly

. iw i? the iet Hocks which are sub- 90

IS 'to hep&l «» Prevented from

mSv niTallel and the temperature of the

the b<S result, are obtained by changng

Se size of the jet to conform
J
^Imnges m

the size of the type mold, so that larger

another
]

of suitable dimensions whenever de-

Rk
i
e

n' the foregoing specificati°nJ h^e
J-

«.ril>Pd mv improvement as a type-caswu nu

machine Otitis obvious that with various

?o be uiArstood .^referring to such objects

"iTu So'Tvious that various immaterial

m'Sclions'may be made in my device

stood as limiting myself to the exact loim.

^hTrSratnewand-desiretosecur^^

%^P̂ 3
1S

coinprising a cap and a

base tn intermediate tody pSce controlling

Sfoodv-wise and set-wise dimensions of the
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mold, two jet blocks associated with said
cap and base for forming a jet -on said type,
a- jet piece working between said jet blocks,
a vertically movable plate forming one side

5 of the mold and jet cavities, and a pusher
plate, and associated parts, to which said body
piece and jet piece are attached, and means
for independently altering the cross sectional
area of said mold and jet cavities. .

10 2. In a casting machine, an adjustable
mold, and means for presenting a matrix
to said mold, in combination with an ad-
justable stop rigidly attached to one of said
mold members adapted to cooperate with

15 said matrix: for limiting the set-wise dimen-
sion of the mold.

3. A type mold comprising a stationary
base, an adjustable cap, a variable inter-
mediate body-piece, a stationary jet form-

20 ing block, and an adjustable jet forming
block associated therewith, a variable inter-
mediate jet piece, a pusher plate to which
said body piece and said jet piece are re-
movably attached, a vertically movable plate

25 forming a fixed wall for the mold cavity,
means for advancing said bodv-piece and
jet-piece variably toward said vertical plate
for varying the size of the mold cavity. -

4. A type mold comprising top and bot-
30 torn members, an intermediate body mem-

ber, a vertical member forming one* side ol
the mold and provided with an abutting sur-
face for a matrix and an auxiliary member
cooperating with said member and said ma-

35 trix to control jhe set-wise adjustment of
the body member, means for adjusting the
parts to form type of varying widths.

5. A type mold comprising top and bot-
toii^menibers, a movable intermediate body

40 member, and an auxiliary member, cooperat-
.
mg therewith, a vertically .movable member
adapted to form a fixed side of the mold
and cooperate ivith a matrix and said aux-

.
iliary member to gage the distance between

45 the members, means for adjusting the body
member to and from said. vertically movable
member to control the width of 'the mold
opening

G. A type mold adapted to cast type of
>0 varying .sizes, said mold comprising a plu-

rality of interchangeable body pieces, and a
plurality -of interchangeable jot pieces, a
pusher plate common to said jet pieces and
body\ pieces, altd means for adjusting the

35 relative positions of said body pieces and
said jetpie«K>s to locate the jet at any desired
point oft'the type.

7. A type mold comprising the vertical
side walls 8—0, the bottom part to which the

30 side walls are attached, the lower mold block
V and lower jet block 12, and the relatively
adjustable upper mold block 10, and rela-
tively adjustable upper jet block 13, and a
plurality of interchangeable- body pieceS 11,"

.and jet pieces 14 of varying cross-section, 65
the various parts cooperating with each
other to form a complete type mold.

.
8. A type "mold comprising top and bot-

tom members, and an intermediate body
part adapted to jointly form a mold cavity, 70
an auxiliary member associated with said
body member and operating outside the
mold cavity, and means for adjusting the
relative positions of said body member and

"
auxiliary member, whereby the mold cavity 75
may be adjusted to produce various set
widths of type.

9. A type mold comprising top and bot-
tom members, and an intermediate body part
adapted to jointty. form, a mold cavity, an 80
auxiliary member cooperating with said
body member and operating outside the
mo.d cavity, a pusher plate provided with
means for engaging both the body and the
auxiliary members, and means for adjust- 85
ing said .auxiliary member longitudinally of
said body member..

10. A type mold comprising top and bot-
tom members, an intermediate body member
adapted to jointly form a mold cavity, an 90
auxiliary member cooperating with said
bodv member and- operating outside the
mold cavity, an abutment on said auxiliary
member and a plurality of.distance pieces
adapted to be inserted on either side of said 95
abutment to control the relative positions of
said body and auxiliary members, and means
for clamping said parts together.

11..A mold for casting type of various
sizes provided with a jet orifice, the cross 100
section of which is adapted to be altered- to
conform to the 'changes in the size of the
mold cavity, a plurality of interchangeable •

mold body-pieces and a plurality of inter-
changeable jet ejectors. 105

12. In a type casting machine, a mold for
casting type of various sizes provided with
a jet orifice, the cross-section of which is
adapted to be altered to conform to changes
in the size- of the mold cavity, a nozzle plate 110
cooperating with said mold and adjustable
in relation thereto, whereby the nozzle is
presented at the proper level to deliver mol-
ten metal to the mold.

13. In a machine for casting-type, a mold 115
provided with an adjustable cavity for cast- .

ing the body of the type, ah adjustable
cavity for casting the jet, a type body piece
and a jet piece, a. pusher plate common >to
both pieces and means for varying the verti- 20
cal cross-section of either the mold or the jet
cavity independently of the other. -

\

14. A type mold comprising top anoi bot-
tom members, aiid ah intermediate body
member adapted to jointly form a mold lz5
cavity, an auxiliary member cooperating
vuh said body member and positioned but-
side the mold cavity, a vertically marble
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mold member projecting beyond the face of

the mold, and adapted to cooperate with

said auxiliary member to engage a matrix

between them and gage and control the

5 width of the mold cavity.

15. A type mold comprising top and bot-

tom members, and an intermediate member

adapted to form one side of the mold cavity

and eject the type therefrom, a vertically

10 movable member adapted to form another
'

side of the mold cavity and be retraced

while the type is being ejected, mechanism

to impart motion to said vertical member

. and said intermediate member, and resilient

15 means interposed between the vertical mem-

ber and its operating mechanism to form a

yielding connection therebetween.

1G. A mold including a movable member

forming one wall of the mold cavity, an

to auxiliary member co-acting therewith, a

member movable at right angles therewith

and forming another wall of said mold cav-

ity, and cooperating with said auxiliary

member to engage a matrix between them,

25 means for advancing the matrix to cooper-

ate with the mold, means for advancing the

movable parts to cooperate with the matrix.

17. A type mold comprising top and bot-

tom members and an intermediate body piece

30 adapted to "jointly form a mold cavity, a

part upon said body piece projecting beyond

the face of said top and bottom members,

a vertically movable member also projecting

beyond the face of said top and bottom mem-
35 bers, the projecting portions of said body

piece and vertically movable 'member being

adapted to engage the opposite edges of a

matrix between them, and means for advanc-

ing said body member to engage said matrix

and to control the width of the mold cavity. 4,j

18. In a casting machine, a mold com-

prising top and bottom members and a mov-

able body member, an auxiliary member ad-

justably connected to said body member and

adapted to cooperate with a matrix to gage 45

the set-wise dimension of the mold.

19. In a casting machine, an adjustable

mold having an open end, in combination

with a matrix adapted to cooperate with op-

posing mold parts to close the open end of 50

the mold and to gage the width of the mold

opening.
20. In a casting machine, a matrix adapt-

ed to form one side of a mold and to engage

opposing mold members to form a mold of .55

a predetermined size corresponding to the

size of the character upon the matrix.

^ 21. In a casting machine, an adjustable

mold comprising a plurality of movable

members each of which arc provided with 60

parts adapted to engage a matrix to deter-

mine the width of the mold.

22. In a casting machine, a mold having

a plurality of movable members and means
^

upon each movable member adapted to co- <*<>

operate with a matrix to gage the distance

between the mold members to correspond

with the size of the character upon the

matrix. ^ , , n
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto '•'

signed my name in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.
fe JOHN S. THOMPSON.

Witnesses

:

Burton U. Hills.

. Charles I. Cobb.


